1H- and 19F-NMR approaches to the study of the structure of proteins larger than 25 kDa.
The three-dimensional solution structures of proteins larger than about 25 kDa cannot at present be determined by multi-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) methods. However, for proteins that are larger than 25 kDa, for which X-ray structural information is not available, there are a variety of mostly one-dimensional NMR methods that still represent some of the most informative approaches to obtaining structural answers to questions of biochemical interest. This paper provides recent illustrative examples of 1H- and 19F-NMR experiments that describe ways to focus on proteins by region, by amino acid type, or by individual amino acid. Methods to focus on a particular region of a protein include exploiting domain mobility, using transferred nuclear Overhauser enhancements, the use of difference spectroscopy, the use of paramagnetic species, and domain fragmentation. Particular types of amino acid can be identified using selective deuteration, by incorporation of fluorinated amino acid analogues, by using photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization, and from the pH dependence of histidine residues. Individual amino acids can be identified by mutagenesis and, in special circumstances, by chemical shift. Many of the examples given are of plasma proteinases and their protein inhibitors, but other classes of protein are also discussed, including antibodies and DNA-binding proteins.